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This extraordinary catalogue presents five hundred items from one of the world’s largest and finest collections

of objects made from ivory and narwhal tusk, The Royal Danish Collection at Rosenborg Castle in
Copenhagen. In this stunning two-volume catalogue, author Jørgen Hein presents an impressive array of
carved and turned works from Scandinavia and beyond. With more than seven hundred high-quality

photographs, a lucid narrative and clear organization, Hein showcases the many artistic artefacts that with
great skill were worked out of ivory and narwhal tusk in a crucial period of European history. The remarkable
range of items discussed and presented – reflecting different artistic styles and techniques – includes caskets,
statuettes, goblets, tankards and beakers, ink horns, chandeliers, cabinet clocks, medallions and reliefs, and

much besides, all with richly detailed ornamentation, and most with dramatic depictions of historical,
religious and particularly mythological motifs.
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